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Experimental evidence of the simultaneous occurrence of VLF
chorus on the ground in the global azimuthal scale – from
pre-midnight to the late morning
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Abstract. Night-time VLF (very low frequency) chorus
bursts lasting about one hour have been recorded at Finnish
temporal station Kannuslehto (CGM: 64.2◦; 107.9◦, L = 5.3)
during two VLF campaigns (on 25 February–4 March 2008
and 27 March–17 April 2011). The chorus bursts were as-
sociated with substorm development. They were accom-
panied by riometer absorption enhancements, which oc-
curred simultaneously within as large longitude areas as from
pre-midnight (Sodankylä, ∼22:00 MLT) to the late morning
(Tixie, ∼03:00 MLT and Gakona,∼08:00 MLT) longitudes.
It was found that the pre-midnight chorus observed on the
ground occurred simultaneously with VLF chorus emissions
recorded in the late morning on the low-altitude DEMETER
satellite crossing the similar geomagnetic latitudes on the op-
posite local time sector. For the first time some evidence of
simultaneous chorus burst generation in the global longitu-
dinal scale was found (from pre-midnight to the late morn-
ing) by using direct comparison with satellite data as well
as using non-direct indicator–azimuthally extended riometer
absorption enhancements.

Keywords. Ionosphere (Particle precipitation; Wave-
particle interactions) – Magnetospheric physics (Plasma
waves and instabilities)

1 Introduction

The whistler mode VLF (very low frequency) chorus is one
of the most spectacular kinds of the magnetospheric plasma
waves. Chorus activity is typical for the early morning hours,

and therefore these emissions are called “dawn chorus”. The
properties and nature of the chorus have been discussed in a
large number of experimental and theoretical papers. Cho-
rus emissions such as whistler-mode wave packets propagate
roughly along magnetic field lines from a localized source in
the vicinity of the magnetic equator in the low-density region
outside the plasmapause. The chorus is believed to be gener-
ated through electron cyclotron instability. The chorus gen-
eration can be attributed to the nonlinear theory of backward
wave oscillator (BWO) model, which assumes a step-like ve-
locity distribution of energetic electrons (e.g. Trakhtengerts,
1995; Kozelov et al., 2008). These VLF emissions can be a
driver of energetic electron precipitation, which is typically
accompanied by the chorus (e.g. Tsurutani and Smith, 1974;
Anderson and Maeda, 1977; Bortnik and Thorne, 2007;
Gołkowski and Inan, 2008; Manninen et al., 2010).

The VLF data observed by Cluster (e.g. Santolik and Gur-
nett, 2003) and THEMIS (e.g. Agapitov et al., 2010) space-
crafts showed that the dimension of the source region of an
individual chorus wave packet is∼3000–5000 km along the
magnetic field lines and a few tens of kilometres in the per-
pendicular plane. The statistical distribution (vs. MLT, L-
value, Kp) of VLF chorus, recorded on different spacecrafts,
showed that chorus emissions are usually observed between
23:00 and 13:00 MLT, but typically in the dawn sector (e.g.
Tsurutani and Smith, 1974).

Recently, using high-resolution VLF data from THEMIS,
the global distribution of chorus in the magnetosphere was
statistically studied by Li et al. (2009, 2011) separately for
lower-band chorus (f ∼ 0.1–0.5 fce) and upper-band chorus
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Fig. 1. Spectrogram of the chorus event on 27 February 2008.

(f ∼ 0.5–0.8 fce), where fce is the equatorial electron cy-
clotron frequency. Only the lower-band chorus is effec-
tive detected on the ground. According to Li et al. (2009,
2011) statistical results, the large amplitude lower-band cho-
rus waves are observed from pre-midnight to post-dawn near
the magnetic equator with an occurrence rate of up to a few
percent. However, statistical study could not estimate the
longitudinal extend of the simultaneous occurrence of the
individual chorus bursts. Relatively few studies (e.g. Ha-
rang, 1968; Kleimenova et al., 1970, 1975, 1977) presented
quantitative treatment of multiple ground-based chorus ob-
servations, mostly studying the chorus distribution along the
meridian. Due to a very limited number of longitude sepa-
rated VLF stations, the longitudinal extent of the individual
simultaneous chorus bursts is still not known.

The aim of this paper is to study the peculiarities of the
night-time chorus bursts observed during two Finnish VLF
campaigns in 2008 and 2011, their relationship with precipi-
tated particles (via riometer absorption) and, of particular in-
terest, to estimate the longitudinal extent of the simultaneous
occurrence of the chorus bursts.

2 Observations

Here we analysed the ground-based VLF data recorded in
Northern Finland at Kannuslehto during two VLF campaigns
on 25 February–4 March 2008 and 27 March–17 April 2011
(KAN, φ = 67.74◦ N, λ = 26.27◦ E, CGM 64.2◦; 107.9◦,
L = 5.3). The VLF receiver contains two orthogonal hor-
izontal magnetic components, and the recorded frequency
band is 0.2–39 kHz.

For the detailed analysis, we selected 4 night-time cho-
rus events. The data were compared to the riometer ob-
servations at 3 azimuthally separated auroral stations: So-
dankyl̈a (SOD, CGM 63.8◦; 107.6◦, L = 5.2), Tixie (TIX,
CGM 65.3◦; 196.3◦, L = 5.6), and Gakona (GAK, CGM
63.1◦; 267.2◦, L = 4.9). It is well known that the cyclotron
wave-particle interaction results in a decrease of the pitch
angle of the resonant electrons and leads to their precipita-

Fig. 2. Riometer data at three stations (GAK, TIX and SOD), X-
component at SOD, and the variations of AE-index.

tion. Electron precipitation can be monitored on the ground
using a riometer, which indicates the absorption of cosmic
radio noise due to charged particle density variations in the
ionosphere.
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2.1 Night chorus events on 27 February 2008 and
1 March 2008

On 27 February 2008, the chorus burst (Fig. 1) at KAN
was observed before the local magnetic midnight (∼22:00–
23:00 MLT). These chorus emissions demonstrated the pres-
ence of both types of the wave polarization: left-hand and
right-hand (not shown here), but mostly the right-hand one.
It could be interpreted as the ionospheric exit point location
not very far from the ground receiver (Yearby and Smith,
1994), and the signals came from different distances, not
only overhead. The multiple exit point case shows chorus
waves impinging on the ionosphere over a wide magnetic lat-
itude range, suggesting non-ducted wave propagation above
the ionosphere (Gołkowski and Inan, 2008).

Prior to the chorus burst, there was an onset of the strong
substorm (AE-index∼13:50 nT) (Fig. 2). The substorm on-
set was accompanied by the breakup of the visible auroras,
the burst of the auroral hiss (at∼18:40 UT, Fig. 1), the Pi2
and Pi1B geomagnetic pulsations, which are typical for sub-
storm onset, and the enhanced riometer absorption at SOD
(L = 5.2). This chorus event was accompanied by the ri-
ometer absorption increase, observed simultaneously within
wide longitude range (Fig. 2): from the late evening (SOD,
∼22:00 MLT) to the morning (TIX,∼03:00 MLT and GAK,
∼08:00 MLT), demonstrating a very large azimuthal extend-
ing from the area of the simultaneous energetic electron pre-
cipitation during the discussed above chorus event.

A similar night-time chorus event (Fig. 3) was recorded at
KAN near the local magnetic mid-night on 1 March 2008.
The chorus burst was accompanied by Pi1C type noise-
like geomagnetic pulsations (bottom panel in Fig. 3), which
are typical for dawn hours and usually associated with
an electron precipitation (e.g. Troitskaya and Kleimenova,
1972), and enhanced riometer absorption. Auroral hiss
(∼20:00 UT) accompanied the substorm onset, which pre-
ceded the chorus emissions (Fig. 3). As in the previous event,
auroral hiss was characterized by the pure right-hand polar-
ization, and the chorus demonstrated the presence of both
kinds of polarizations (not shown here).

It should be noted that during both events, a chorus
was also observed at∼05:00–06:00 MLT sector at Yakutsk
(S. Samsonov and V. Mullayarov, private communication).
But we cannot directly compare the duration of the chorus
and its exact onset and end at KAN and Yakutsk due to the
significant difference of the VLF receivers and their sensitiv-
ities at these stations.

2.2 Comparison of the VLF data between ground and
DEMETER satellite observations

In order to study the longitudinal extension of the chorus, we
compared the night-time chorus at KAN with the simultane-
ous VLF recordings on the low-altitude (∼700 km) satellite
DEMETER crossing similar geomagnetic latitudes in the op-

Fig. 3. Spectrograms of the event on 1 March 2008 (SOD): upper
panel – chorus, bottom panel – PiB and Pi1C geomagnetic pulsa-
tions.

posite local time sector, i.e. in the late morning, during a few
minutes approximately every two hours. Unfortunately, on
27 February 2008, there were no DEMETER orbits cross-
ing suitable L-shells at the time of the chorus observations
at KAN. However, a few minutes after the end of the chorus
burst at KAN, the DEMETER satellite crossed theL ∼ 4–6
area at 21.04–21.06 UT and registered there the chorus emis-
sions (Fig. 4a). Clearly, in the late morning side, chorus
could last slightly longer than in the night side. In the previ-
ous DEMETER orbit at 19.13–19.15 UT (atL ∼ 4–6), there
was no chorus.

Fortunately, during the chorus event (Fig. 3) on
1 March 2008, the DEMETER satellite crossed theL ∼ 3–
7 area in both hemispheres (Fig. 4b). At 20:58–21:02 UT,
the DEMETER satellite was in the late morning sector
(∼10:00 MLT) in the Northern Hemisphere and measured
the chorus emissions at the wide latitude area (at least, from
L ∼ 3 to L ∼ 7). About a half an hour later, at 21:31–
21:33 UT, the DEMETER crossed similar L-shells in the
Southern Hemisphere at∼09:30 MLT and recorded the cho-
rus emissions there as well.

Thus, in both events, the night-time chorus at KAN was
accompanied by the post-dawn chorus measured on DEME-
TER. The strong riometer absorption was also observed dur-
ing this time by the 30 MHz riometer at GAK, located near
the meridian of the considered position of the DEMETER
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Fig. 4. DEMETER VLF data(a) on 27 February 2008 as the united data from two parts of the orbit with the different scales and(b) on
1 March 2008. The latitudes and longitudes are given in the geographic coordinates.
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Fig. 5. Spectrograms of the chorus events on 1 April (left) and 5 April (right) 2011: total power, left-hand and right-hand polarized wave
power.

orbits (∼10:00 MLT). Thus, there were energetic particle
precipitations at all sites where the chorus was observed.
This suggests that the large longitude area of the simultane-
ous chorus occurrence is the result of the chorus generation
instead of the behaviour of the signal propagation.

It should be noted that the high frequency cut-off of cho-
rus observed simultaneously in the night and late morning
sectors could be different. One reason is that the night and
morning chorus were generated at different L-shells because
the injected and drifting electrons from night-side to dayside
were moving towards the Earth (e.g. Shukhtina and Sergeev,
1991). Moreover, most of the night-time chorus can be
distinguished from morning chorus by sharp increasing fre-
quency of the emission burst envelope (e.g. Fig. 1). This
may be attributed to the combined effects of the dispersion

of electron energy due to gradient and curvature drifts, and
the modification of resonance conditions and variation of the
half-gyrofrequency cut-off (Collier and Hughes, 2004).

2.3 Night-time chorus bursts observed on 1 and
5 April 2011

The new Finnish VLF campaign was carried out between
28 March and 17 April 2011 at KAN. The night-time cho-
rus bursts were observed on 1 and 5 April 2011 (Fig. 5),
showing mostly pure right-hand polarization interpreted as
the location of the exit point overhead the receiver. These
chorus bursts came from overhead ionosphere instead of trav-
elling in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. As in the previous
events, the bursts of night-time chorus were accompanied
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Fig. 6. Riometer data at TIX and SOD, and X-component at SOD
(bottom panel) on 5 April 2011.

by riometer absorption enhancements, both near local night
(SOD) and in the morning (TIX), as it is shown in Fig. 6.

3 Discussion

It is well established that classical morning chorus, associ-
ated with substorm, is related to the energetic electrons, in-
jected during substorm in the night sector and drifting toward
the morning side. The relation of chorus morphology to the
storm-time injection and eastward azimuthal drift of ener-
getic electrons has been reported by many authors (e.g. An-
derson and Maeda, 1977; Collier and Hughes, 2004; Smith
et al., 2004; Bortnik and Thorne, 2007). They all came to
the conclusion that the electron pitch-angle diffusion by in-
teraction with the whistler-mode waves (chorus) is the ba-
sic mechanism of formation of the pitch-angle distribution of
energetic electrons leading to their precipitation. Moreover,

Fig. 7. Geomagnetic conditions in the intervals of night cho-
rus bursts in 2008 and 2011; from top to bottom: variations of
Dst-index, IMF Bz component and AE-index for 26 February–
1 March 2008 (upper panel) and 31 March–5 April 2011 (bottom
panel).

Bortnik et al. (2008) demonstrated that low amplitude cho-
rus exhibit linear electron scattering, whereas large ampli-
tude wave can result in monotonic decreases in pitch angle
and energy, causing a large-scale particle loss.

The chorus events under consideration were observed
during the small magnetic storms after prolonged intervals
(more than 15 h) with the negative IMFBz (Fig. 7). These
created conditions where trapped energetic electrons, filling
the magnetosphere, provided the favourable conditions for
VLF wave generation through the electron cyclotron instabil-
ity and respective energetic particle precipitations, recorded
on the ground as an increase of the riometer absorption.
The strong correlation between chorus and precipitating en-
ergetic electrons was formerly shown by many satellite mea-
surements, e.g. Injun-3 (Oliven and Gurnett, 1968), OGO-6
(Holzer et al., 1974) and SAMPEX (Lorentzen et al., 2001).
Every burst of precipitating electrons was accompanied by
chorus emissions.
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During all considered chorus events there were the riome-
ter absorption enhancements, which were caused by ener-
getic electron precipitation. These enhancements have been
observed simultaneously in the huge longitudinal area – from
the pre-midnight to the late morning sector – without any sig-
nificant delay. Because of reasons mentioned in Sect. 2.2, the
simultaneous occurrence of the azimuthally extended riome-
ter absorption can be the non-direct evidence of the chorus
generation in the global longitude scale. The enhanced mag-
netic activity and prolonged substorm activity prior to the
considered chorus events offer a necessary condition for their
generation.

4 Conclusion

For the first time, based on the ground observations, it was
found that the VLF chorus bursts were recorded simultane-
ously in a very large longitude area – from the pre-midnight
to the late morning – during a substorm after prolonged inter-
vals with the slightly negative IMFBz values. These chorus
bursts were accompanied by enhancements of riometer ab-
sorption in the wide azimuthally extended area. This may be
non-direct evidence of the simultaneously exiting electron-
cyclotron instability in the global longitude scale, and sug-
gests that the observations of chorus were extended longitu-
dinally due to the simultaneous generation at different lon-
gitudes instead of behaviour of the signal propagation. The
mostly right-hand polarisation of the considered chorus at
KAN demonstrated that these waves arrived from the iono-
sphere exit located approximately overhead, not long travel-
ling in the wave-guide.

This finding of the simultaneous chorus bursts occurrence
in the global longitude scale is important for understanding
the loss and acceleration mechanisms of energetic electrons
of the radiation belt dynamics in which chorus waves are be-
lieved to play a major role.
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